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Beatmania IIDX 17: Sirius is the 17th installment in Konami's Beatmaniaseries of music video games.
The main motif of Sirius's UI is astronomy, as the game is named after Sirius, known to be the

brightest star in the night sky. Public location tests began on May 27, 2009, and the game itself was
released on October 21, 2009. The main gameplay of Sirius is similar to previous games, as it

consists of performing musical notes to play songs in a back beat fashion. This is achieved through
the use of a controller, a combination of seven buttons, a turntable, and the ability to spin the

controller's turntable for performing scratching. If no note is played within the specified time limit,
the gauge is automatically filled and, if the gauge is half full, the note fails, and the gauge is then
reset to 0. Failing to do so depletes the gauge until it is empty, abruptly ending the song. When
Sirius is first played, the player is greeted by the introduction of the game, before proceeding to
select the song "Fisherman's Horizon". Once the selected song starts, the player is given a select

page, titled Kami-sama (Godfather), where they can choose the difficulty, the song's key, the song's
record, and the song's base grooves. The default difficulty is four stars and the key is D-sharp Major.
Beatmania IIDX has received a positive response since its release in 2007, being as popular as series
such as the Rockmanseries.note Because the game has a large and devoted player base in Japan, as
well as the worldwide game hardware market, the GameCube release, Beatmania IIDX 3rd Mix, was

developed around the feedback received from the previous game, Beatmania IIDX 2ndMix. The
development team opted for the "retro-remix" philosophy, enhancing a game with new effects and
gameplay mechanics that retain the essence of a past game. In addition to the original gamemode,
Beatmania IIDX 3rd Mix includes Party, a new game mode from the perspective of a group of people
gathered to play the game, and Starlight Field, a new game mode that requires the player to line up

the right notes before they are played. Starlight Fieldwas only released in 2009 as a part of
Beatmania IIDX 3rd Mix. The game also includes a graphically enhanced interface and improved

sound quality that was produced for the GameCube version.note TheBlu-ray Disc Disc version of the
game uses DVD subtitles and a broadcast quality soundtrack and while thePS2version is completely

enhanced, it does not include the music videos from the GameCube version.
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an alternate theme pack for iidx 17 can be purchased at the konami store as an official add-on. the
pack includes a total of 10 songs and an exclusive skin for the player character, and all of them are
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based on sirius xm radio programs including "beat shout" "kuna", "molestation", "the worst show",
and "the party". the songs and the radio programs are as follows: empire state glory (from "beat

shout") last burning (from "kuna") dirty androids (from "molestation") kainan no magical world (from
"the worst show") as i remember (from "the party") the wonder of us (from "the worst show") dirty
androids (piano mix) (from "the worst show") burning hearts (from "the worst show") last burning

(piano mix) (from "kainan no magical world") cannon ballers (from "the worst show") all of the music
in this pack, with the exception of "burning hearts", is also available on the beatmania iidx music lab
sound test, a website which features a number of different iidx soundtracks to select from in a way
similar to the konami store. the new sirius theme pack includes 10 songs, an exclusive skin for the
player character, and some pandora styled radio stations. sirius xm radio programs include "beat

shout" "kuna", "molestation", "the worst show", and "the party". the songs and the radio programs
are as follows: empire state glory (from "beat shout") last burning (from "kuna") dirty androids (from
"molestation") kainan no magical world (from "the worst show") as i remember (from "the party") the

wonder of us (from "the worst show") dirty androids (piano mix) (from "the worst show") burning
hearts (from "the worst show") last burning (piano mix) (from "kainan no magical world") cannon

ballers (from "the worst show") all of the music in this pack, with the exception of "burning hearts", is
also available on the beatmania iidx music lab sound test, a website which features a number of

different iidx soundtracks to select from in a way similar to the konami store. 5ec8ef588b
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